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Interferences

Interferences is an exhibition about the recent history of Greater
Lisbon, from 25 April 1974 to the present day. During this
period, the city expanded towards the peripheries*, taking the
Tagus River as its main axis. This expansion, however, was not
synonymous with development and prosperity for all: it brought
about social inequalities and accentuated prejudices about those
who were pushed from the city centre to the periphery.
By highlighting emerging urban cultures, Interferences
shows how the city can be a meeting place for stories, cultures
and voices.
In this exhibition you will find diverse forms of expression
such as sculpture, installation, paintings and murals,
photography, films and fanzines, as well as rap video clips,
tags and graffiti. You can also find archive material such as
newspaper articles and television reports.
The exhibition is divided into five nuclei, each exploring
different but complementary themes:

1.

AGAINST THE MUTENESS
OF WALLS

2.
COERCION, RESISTANCE
AND IDENTITIES

4.
THE RIGHT TO IMAGINATION

5.
MONUMENT

3.

CITY DESIGN
a. Common
b. Us by Us
c. Network City

While architecture and urbanism can create social differences,
they are also a source of inspiration for artistic expression.
In this way, Interferences shows how culture can be a form of
resistance and a driving force for change that tackles those
inequalities!
Connected School Subjects
Portuguese, History,
Philosophy, Environmental
Studies, Geography, Sociology,
Arts and Crafts, Music, Drama,
etc.

Emerging Urban Cultures

Keywords
Community, Portrait,
Diversity, Common, Sharing,
Architecture, Façade, Project,
Urbanism, Architecture,
Network, Monument, History,
Representation, Social Classes.
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At the museum
The façade is the face of a house. Before it is built, every
building goes through different planning stages, such as
design and mock-up. In addition to showing its final look, the
architect's design also ensures that a house meets all the legal
requirements, which define the minimum housing conditions.
In the absence of structures that guarantee decent housing
for all, people living in the peripheries have often been forced to
build their own houses, in a clandestine and unplanned manner.
Mónica de Miranda is an artist who seeks to value houses
that were built with few means, in an improvised way, or in
deprived areas of the city, representing them through technical
drawing and architect's model.
Make a technical drawing of the façade of your house, using
ruler and square. If you wish, you may also indicate the scale*
(ask your teachers for help).
Keywords
Architecture, Façade, Project
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In class
The way a city is planned can create and reinforce social
divisions. However, the culture we consume and the way we
connect via the Internet can help us create a network, a sense
of belonging that goes beyond the barriers created by urbanism
and architecture.
Researchers Ana Teresa Ascensão and António Brito
Guterres have drawn a map of Greater Lisbon, representing
various neighbourhoods that, despite being far apart, are linked
by a strong sense of community, forming a network. In this
particular case, rap music often works as a way to strengthen
ties between people from distant neighbourhoods.
Draw a map showing your network: the places you go to every
week (for instance, your school, your house, your grandparents'
house, or the park). Which are closest to each other, and which
are furthest away? At the end, include MAAT and at least one
place in the city that you would like to visit one day.
Keywords
Urbanism, Architecture, Network

Emerging Urban Cultures
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The exhibition Interferences reveals a different city, sometimes
invisible to those who only know the most popular areas of the
city. Authors from different arenas, from music to visual arts,
show us that we can all be agents of change, have an active voice
in shaping a city and creating a sense of belonging.
Here, MAAT serves as a meeting point and a space for
dialogue between the different cultures that make up a city.
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New Words

City centre
Central part of the city, with
greater movement and where the most
important spaces and services are
usually concentrated.
Periphery
Zones that are around the city,
distant or with access difficulties
to its Centre.
Map
Drawing that represents a
geographical area, space, or
territory.
Network
Connection between several
different or separate things,
forming a whole.
Community
Is that which unites different
people according to a set of shared
ideas or values. These values may
have to do with sharing a language,
a culture, or common memories, for
example.
Graffiti
An inscription or artistic
intervention carried out on street
walls or public spaces (such as
train carriages), usually using
spray paint and carried out
surreptitiously.
Tag
Stylised signature of the graffiti
artist, made in various parts of
the city, marking their presence.
Rap
Musical genre that emerged in New
York at the end of the 20th century,
but is currently found all over the
world. It is an acronym that means
Rythm And Poetry (RAP). Its themes
are usually related to social
inequalities, poverty and racism.
Fanzine
It is a publication similar to a
comic strip, made and published
in an informal way (i.e. without
a publisher), circulating among
people who have a common interest
or culture.
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Utopia
It is an idea of what does not
yet exist, but which may one day
come to fruition. Often, utopia
indicates how something in our
daily lives can be improved,
showing what its ideal state would
be in the future.
Public space
Space that is freely and
universally accessible and belongs
to everyone (e.g. a street, square,
or garden).
Urbanism
It is a discipline linked to
Architecture, which deals with
issues regarding the construction
and organisation of a city, from
streets and green spaces to
accessibility.
Technical drawing
It is a type of rigorous drawing,
made with a ruler or on a computer,
and used by architects and
engineers to indicate the exact
shape and measurements that a
building, object, or product should
have.
Scale
Indicates the exact relationship
between the dimensions of the
technical drawing and the actual
dimensions of the building, object
or product to be constructed. A
measurement on a scale is always
equivalent to another measurement
in the real world.
Emerging
Something or someone that was
previously little known or ignored,
and is revealed in plain sight.
Iconography
A visual element that identifies
a character in a work of art,
such as an object linked to their
profession or biography, for
example.
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